Distance is important: From an ecological perspective, knowledge about the distance to either prey or predator is vital. However, the distance of an unknown sound source is particularly difficult to assess, especially in anechoic environments. In vision, changes in perspective resulting from observer motion produce a reliable, consistent, and unambiguous impression of depth known as motion parallax. Here we demonstrate with formal psychophysics that humans can exploit auditory motion parallax, i.e., the change in the dynamic binaural cues elicited by self-motion, to assess the relative depths of two sound sources. Our data show that sensitivity to relative depth is best when subjects move actively; performance deteriorates when subjects are moved by a motion platform or when the sound sources themselves move. This is true even though the dynamic binaural cues elicited by these three types of motion are identical. Our data demonstrate a perceptual strategy to segregate intermittent sound sources in depth and highlight the tight interaction between self-motion and binaural processing that allows assessment of the spatial layout of complex acoustic scenes.
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depth perception | distance discrimination | spatial hearing | self-motion | auditory updating H umans' dominant sense for space is vision. The exceptional spatial resolution and acuity of foveal-retinal vision allows for accurate and simultaneous localization of multiple objects in azimuth and elevation (1) . The observer's distance to an object, however, is more difficult to assess. In vision, distance of near objects is mainly encoded by binocular disparity which relies on image differences resulting from the spatially separate views of the two eyes onto the object (2-4); these differences become minimal for far objects. Higher visual centers integrate disparity with information arising from monocular cues, many of which provide information about relative depth separation, rather than absolute distance. These include occlusion of one object by another one, relative size, perspective, shading, texture gradients, and blur (5, 6) . Important information about relative depth is also added when there is motion of the observer relative to the environment or object: the resulting difference in image motion between features at different depths is termed motion parallax (3, 6) . In the case of observer motion, relative depth from motion parallax can be scaled to obtain absolute estimates of object distance if information about speed of observer motion is available, for example, based on vestibular signals (7) . Such scaling cues are generally not available when the object moves relative to the stationary observer.
Apart from the visual system, only audition allows locating objects (i.e., sound sources) in the far field beyond the range of touch. As in vision, azimuth and elevation of the sound sources are readily encoded through auditory computation, both binaural (interaural time and level differences, ref. 8 ) and monaural (elevation-dependent analysis of pinna-induced spectral interference patterns, ref. 9) . But again, the distance to a sound source is most difficult to assess: in the absence of reverberation, and without a priori knowledge about the level and spectral composition of the emitted sounds, distance estimation for humans is indeed impossible (10). This is not surprising, considering that an important visual distance cue (binocular disparity) is not available in audition, not least because humans cannot point each of their ears toward a sound source. Some visual depth cues have auditory counterparts, (e.g., blur is related to frequency-dependent atmospheric attenuation, and relative size to loudness), but many others are unavailable (e.g., occlusion, texture gradients, shading).
In reverberant rooms, the ratio of the sound energy in the first wave front relative to the energy reflected from the surfaces is a function of distance and allows the estimation of sound-source distance without motion (11) (12) (13) (14) . Recent theoretical work has pointed out that motion of the interaural axis (and specifically translational head motion) also allows fixing sound-source distance, through the analysis of auditory motion parallax (15) . To date, however, it is unexplored to what extent auditory motion parallax may be exploited by human subjects to perceptually segregate sound sources in distance and how the time-variant binaural cues that are generated by translational head motion are integrated with vestibular and/or proprioceptive cues for auditory distance perception. After an early report that "head movement does not facilitate perception of the distance of a source of sound" (16) work by Loomis and coworkers (17, 18) Significance When we cannot see a sound source, it is very difficult to estimate how far away it is. In vision, motion parallax facilitates depth perception in that when we move, nearer objects move more in our visual field than farther objects. Our experiments show that humans can also exploit motion parallax for sound sources. Moreover, we show that, as in the visual system, facilitation of auditory depth perception is stronger when the subjects move actively than when subjects are being moved or when only the sound sources move. We conclude that dedicated mechanisms exist that integrate self-motion with binaural auditory motion cues, allowing humans to exploit auditory motion parallax.
has shown that dynamic binaural cues elicited by translational self-motion relative to a stationary sound source may provide some (rather erroneous) information about the absolute distance of a sound source for tested source distances between two and six meters. More recent work has highlighted the interaction of selfmotion (real or visually induced) on the perception of auditory space: Teramoto et al. (19, 20) have shown that self-motion distorts auditory space in that space is contracted into the direction of self-motion, regardless of whether the self-motion was real (which provided a vestibular signal) or visually induced (which provides no vestibular input but only visually mediated self-motion information). However, it remains unclear whether self-motion can support the segregation of sound sources in distance through an auditory motion parallax and how proprioceptive and vestibular inputs may contribute to this segregation.
Here we present formal psychophysical data showing that humans can segregate a high-pitched sound source from a low-pitched sound source in distance based on the time-variant binaural perceptual cues associated with motion. The initial demonstration of auditory motion parallax is implemented as a forced-choice experiment with real sound sources positioned at different depths in anechoic space that have been carefully calibrated to eliminate nonmotion-based cues to distance. In a second experiment, we instead elicit differences in perceived depth of sound sources positioned at the same depth by rendering sounds contingent on head tracking, and we show that this exploitation of auditory motion parallax is facilitated by both vestibular and proprioceptive information arising from active self-motion.
Results
Seven subjects were asked to respond whether a high-pitched sound source was closer or farther away than a low-pitched source. The two sound sources were temporally interleaved, i.e., the sum of the sound sources was perceived as alternating in pitch over time at a rate of 10 Hz for each source or 20 Hz for the summed sources (Materials and Methods).
Careful steps were taken to eliminate nonmotion-based auditory cues to distance. Consequently, at each position of the sound sources, sound level and spectral content of each sound source was identical when measured either with an omnidirectional microphone at the center of the subjects' interaural axis or when measured binaurally with a Bruel & Kjaer (B&K) 4128C Head-and-Torso Simulator (Materials and Methods). An illustration of the experimental setup, the stimulus, and the psychophysical results is shown in Fig. 1 .
When the sound sources were separated in distance by only 16 cm (leftmost data in Fig. 1C ), subjects could not solve the task when they were not allowed to move; performance was around chance level, 50% (black symbols and line). However, when the subjects were allowed to move their heads laterally by ±23 cm (green symbols and line), performance was much better and subjects scored on average 75% correctly even at the smallest presented distance difference of 16 cm. With increasing distance difference between the sound sources, performance quickly improved when active self-motion was allowed while performance stayed rather poor without active motion. Nevertheless, some subjects could discriminate the sound sources without selfmotion for larger distance differences. Possible residual distance cues are discussed below. Of the 42 pairs of performances (seven subjects times six distance differences) performance in the active-motion condition (AM) was significantly better than in the no-motion condition (NM) in 29 cases. In no case was performance better without motion than with motion (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.05, P values corrected for multiple testing with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure). These data clearly show that human subjects can easily exploit auditory motion parallax to segregate sound sources in depth. To this end, subjects likely exploit time-variant binaural cues arising from the lateral selfmotion: with a given lateral motion, the closer object creates larger binaural cues because it covers a larger range of azimuthal angles relative to the subject's moving head. The role of selfmotion and its interaction with dynamic binaural processing is further explored in the following experiment.
Here sound sources were presented in virtual space via a linear high-resolution loudspeaker array which precluded the use of distance-dependent loudness and reverberation cues, so that it was not necessary to change calibration dependent on virtualsource distance (Materials and Methods). The motion conditions were as follows: NM, subjects remained positioned with their head in line with the two sound sources at different distances; AM ( Fig. 2 A and B) , subjects actively moved their upper body by about 23 cm left and right following a previously trained motion profile (these two conditions were the same as in the first experiment) (Materials and Methods); passive motion (PM) (Fig.  2C ): subjects did not move, but the subjects were moved by a motion platform such that the subject's head moved in the same way as in the AM condition; and sound-source motion (SSM) (Fig. 2D ), subjects remained still but the sound sources presented via the array moved such that the relative motion between the sound sources and the subject's head in azimuth was the same as in the AM and PM conditions. Twelve subjects took part in this second experiment.
Without any motion of either the sound sources or the subjects, none of the subjects could reliably determine whether the high-pitched sound source was nearer or farther than the lowpitched sound source. Performance of an example subject in the experimental condition without motion (NM) is represented by the black asterisk in Fig. 3 . The failure to discriminate distances is not surprising because loudness cues related to absolute distance were quantitatively removed and the use of the speaker array for virtualization (Materials and Methods) precluded the The data show that with motion, subjects discriminate sound-source distances overall quite well, whereas performance hardly deviated from chance level without motion.
use of differential reverberation cues for distance estimation. When we trained our subjects to move laterally during the presentation of the alternating high-and low-pitched sources, the subjects improved their ability to identify which sound source was nearer. In principle, this question can be answered by identifying the nearer source as the one whose perceived azimuthal angle changes more during the lateral self-motion. An example of depth discrimination performance as a function of source distance difference is shown in Fig. 3 . Performance in the AM condition is shown in green. This subject could reliably judge whether the highpitched source was closer or farther away than the low-pitched source when the closer source was 40 cm and the farther source was 56 cm away from the subject, i.e., the distance difference was only 16 cm. However, performance deteriorated when the subject was passively moved by a motion platform (PM, blue curve), or when the sound sources moved (SSM, purple curve). The validity of the direct comparison between the motion conditions depends on the precision of the actively executed motion and how well this motion is reproduced by the motion platform. A comparison of the active and passive motion profiles is found in Supporting Information.
Distance-difference thresholds are shown in Fig. 4A , individual data represented by the colored bars and Fig. 4B , medians and interquartiles represented by the box plots. The data clearly show that subjects performed best [just-noticeable distance differences (JNDs) were smallest] when they actively moved in front of the virtual sound sources (AM). Performance was significantly worse when subjects were moved by the motion platform (PM). When the subjects were stationary but the sound sources moved (SSM), thresholds were worst. In this condition, some of the subjects could not solve the task even for the largest source-distance difference, 68 cm. In Fig. 4 , data from these subjects are artificially set to a threshold of 80 cm; note, however, that real perceptual thresholds may be larger. In summary, these data confirm that also with virtual sound sources, subjects can resolve distance differences between sound sources quite well when they move in a manner that exploits auditory motion parallax. The fact that they performed worse with passive motion indicates that both proprioceptive and vestibular signals are integrated with dynamic binaural cues to solve the task. Visual cues were unavailable because the subjects were blindfolded. Without proprioceptive and vestibular signals, i.e., without motion of the subject, performance was significantly worse, which shows that the dynamic binaural cues alone (which were the same in all three conditions of Exp. II) do not suffice to provide the best performance. Results in the AM condition compare well across Exps. I and II: The average threshold for 75% correct performance was about 16 cm sound-source difference in Exp. I and 20 cm source difference in Exp. II. This is true although the setups differed substantially (real sound sources in Exp. I vs. simulated sound sources in Exp. II).
Discussion
The current psychophysical experiments support the hypothesis that human subjects can exploit auditory motion parallax to discriminate distances of sound sources. Thus, the capacity to exploit motion parallax to disambiguate sensory scenes is shared between the senses of vision and audition. Importantly, subjects received no trial-to-trial feedback about their performance in Exp. I. When asked to respond to whether the high-pitched sound source was closer or farther than the low-pitched source, subjects appeared to readily exploit motion parallax when they were instructed to move, without extensive training. The perceptual basis for auditory motion parallax is that, through lateral motion of either the objects or the subject, the distance difference between the objects is transferred into time-variant horizontal localization cues. For a given lateral motion, the closer object produces the stronger variation in horizontal localization cues, i.e., interaural time differences (for the lower part of the A and B) , or they were moved by a motion platform (PM) (C ). In these conditions, tracking of the head motion relative to the array and the virtual sound sources allowed us to update the speaker activation in real time. In the SSM condition (D) the sound sources moved along the array but the subjects were stationary. Speaker activation is illustrated by the red area around the speakers. (E-H) With increasing depth separation, dynamic binaural cues get stronger (E and F ). AM provides additional information (proprioceptive and efference copy signal) and leads to better discrimination (F ). During PM, only vestibular signals provide additional information (G). Discrimination is therefore worse than for AM, but better than for SSM, where only dynamic binaural cues are present (H). Exemplary performance AM PM SSM Fig. 3 . Exemplary performance (symbols) and fitted psychometric functions (lines) for depth discrimination of two alternating sound sources as a function of their distance difference in Exp. II. Performance is best in the AM condition (green) where the subject performed an active head motion and worse in the SSM condition (purple) where the subject was stationary, but the sound sources moved past him or her. When the subject was moved by the motion platform past the virtual sound sources (PM, blue), performance was intermediate. Without both subject-and sound-source motion (NM), the subject could not solve the task even at the largest distance difference of 68 cm (single black star). Therefore, full psychometric functions were not obtained in the NM condition.
stimulus spectrum below about 1 kHz) and level differences (for the higher-frequency parts) change faster for the closer sound source than for the farther source. Thus, while self-motion may have limited value in estimating absolute distance to a single sound source (17, 18) , the current experiments demonstrate that self-motion readily supports segregation of sound sources in depth. The dynamic binaural cues in the current experimental conditions with motion (AM, PM, and SSM) are equally salient, no matter whether the subject moves actively, the passive subject is moved, or the objects move. Nevertheless, the current data show that subjects are more sensitive to distance differences when they move actively than when they are moved or when the objects move.
For the visual system, it has long been known that viewers can use motion parallax to estimate distances of objects (2, 3, 21) not only by humans but also by, e.g., Mongolian gerbils (22) . Interestingly, also in vision, distance estimation is better when the viewer moves than when the objects move (23) . Thus, the current data corroborate previous conclusions, drawn for the visual system, that self-motion information facilitates the depth segmentation of sensory scenes.
While with virtual sound sources (Exp. II) subjects failed completely to discriminate sound-source distances without motion (cf. Fig. 3 ), some subjects could discriminate large distance differences between real sound sources (Exp. I, data in black in Fig. 1C ). Close inspection of binaural room impulse responses recorded from the two sound sources with a head-and-torso simulator indicate that this may be related to residual lowfrequency reflections in the experimental booth. The booth was fully lined with acoustic foam of 10-cm thickness, resulting in a lower cutoff frequency of the damping to around 1 kHz. Given that the lower cutoff of our stimulation was at 800 Hz, it is possible that some subjects exploited residual reverberation cues to solve the distance discrimination task even without motion. Nevertheless, the data clearly show that motion-induced perceptual cues are dominant in solving the task.
In purely geometric terms, there is a limit to the extent to which motion parallax may be used to resolve a difference in distance between two sources. Assuming perfect detection, quantification, and temporal integration of an observer's own physical motion, successful source-distance discrimination could only occur if the subject's motion were to result in a difference in subtended angle between the two sources that is equal to or larger than the minimum detectable change in source angle over time. In the auditory system, this limit is imposed by the minimum audible movement angle; in the visual system, it is imposed by the spatial displacement threshold. The fundamental constraint applied by these angular acuity thresholds may be formalized in Eq. 1:
where d is the distance of the farther target, x is the amount of lateral motion, Θ is the angular acuity threshold, and d′ is the distance to a closer target that is just discriminable. At ideal source velocities, signal characteristics, and contrasts, the lowest auditory motion detection threshold is roughly 2° (24, 25) , whereas the threshold in the visual system is at least 100 times smaller at roughly 1 arcmin, or 0.017° (26) . In the framework of Eq. 1 it is clear that the visual system should be more capable of using motion parallax to discriminate distance than the auditory system. By using each modality's values for Θ in Eq. 1, we can estimate that for a maximum lateral displacement of 23 cm from the loudspeaker axis and a distance of the farther target of 52 cm, the auditory system should begin to detect a difference when the closer target was at about 47 cm. In Exp. II, only our best subject could reliably discriminate 45 cm from 52 cm, i.e., a distance difference of 7 cm in the AM condition. Thus, even with optimal cue combination, our subjects performed worse than predicted from auditory motion detection of a single sound source.
In the visual system, on the other hand, in an equivalent task with the same lateral motion, a difference should become perceivable with the closer object being only 4 mm closer than the farther object. In practice, parallax distance acuity in the visual system may be yet more accurate even than this, due to the ability to compare signals at the two eyes (27) and the use of eye motion itself (28), a mechanism unavailable to the human auditory system. Critically, parallax-based distance discrimination becomes poorer as a function of distance for both visual and auditory objects. Given the lower spatial acuity, this is especially impactful for auditory signals: for a sound source at 4 m and an orthogonal listener motion of 20 cm, a second sound source would have to be about 1.6 m closer to be discriminable in depth.
These computations assume a perfect assessment and use of observer motion. Combination of motion signals with other sensory input is known to be imperfect and this has been established in the visual system (29, 30) , auditory system (31), and even the somatosensory system (32) . Given this additional source of error, it is likely that the true depth discrimination thresholds are higher than estimated by Eq. 1. Larger physical motion would necessarily increase distance acuity, however, and the motion limits used here may not accurately reflect natural behavior, particularly for a walking individual.
The current results are in line with previous work showing that dynamic binaural processing works best under the assumption that sound sources are fixed in world coordinates and dynamic binaural changes are assumed to be generated by self-motion: Brimijoin and Akeroyd (33) measured minimum moving audible angles (MMAAs), i.e., the minimum perceivable angle between two (speech) sound sources when both sounds rotated relative to the subject's head. The authors showed that the MMAA was significantly smaller when the subject's head rotated but the sound sources were kept fixed in world coordinates than when the head was kept fixed and the sound sources were rotated around the subject. As in the current study, the authors took care Fig. 4 . Psychophysical performance thresholds (just-noticeable differences) for sound-source distance in Exp. II. Individual data are shown by the colored bars in A; boxplots of medians (red) and interquartiles (blue boxes) are provided in B. Whiskers represent the data range expressed as the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the difference between the 75th and the 25th percentile (maximum range) and the 25th percentile minus 1.5 times the difference between the 75th and the 25th percentile (minimum range). The red cross in B represents the only value outside the whisker range (outlier). Nonparametric paired comparisons (Wilcoxon signed rank tests) show that performance in the AM condition is significantly better than in both the PM (*P < 0.05, signed rank = 10) and the SSM condition (**P < 0.01, signed rank = 4), and that performance in the PM condition is significantly better than in the SSM condition (**P < 0.01, signed rank = 6).
Median thresholds
that dynamic binaural cues were the same in the two experimental conditions.
Given the accumulating evidence suggesting that binaural processing, and even auditory distance computation, is facilitated by self-motion, it is important to consider how this facilitation takes place: we assume that vestibular and proprioceptive cues (and of course visual cues, if available) allow the generation of a prediction about the velocity and position of auditory targets. This prediction acts as additional information, which according to standard cue-integration models (34), leads to a reduced variance in the combined estimate. This argumentation is illustrated in the Lower panels of Fig. 2 , referenced to the experimental conditions illustrated in the respective Upper panels: In the SSM condition (Fig. 2 D and H) , the lack of nonauditory cues results in an imprecise representation of the azimuth of the two sound sources. The distributions overlap significantly, and depth discrimination based on these representations will be poor. In the PM condition (Fig. 2 C and G) , vestibular information is integrated with the auditory information, leading to a decrease in the variance of the representations. In the AM condition (Fig. 2  B and F) , proprioceptive information is also integrated, resulting in a further decrease of the variance. This decrease in variance allows for more reliable discrimination and consequently better thresholds ( Fig. 2 A and E) . Overall we argue that auditory motion parallax is a classical illustration of how a combination of cues from different modalities supports object-discrimination performance.
It could be expected then, that passive self-motion leads to less facilitation, and exclusive sound-source motion removes all nonauditory cues. It was suggested that the ratio of motion to visual pursuit encodes depth information from motion parallax better than motion or pursuit alone (35) . In the current auditory study, distance discrimination also improved when the subjects were actively moving, and this improvement might be a result of a similar ratio of self-motion to binaural auditory pursuit. The fact that our subjects performed significantly better when they moved actively than when they were moved or when the sound sources moved supports this hypothesis because the motion is less well defined when it lacks the proprioceptive component (passive vs. active motion) and explicit motion information is missing completely when only the sources move (SSM). In the latter condition, subjects are likely to fall back on the use of pursuit information alone and consequently perform still worse. Overall the good correspondence between the current results and those on visual motion parallax support the hypothesis that the current experiments may tap into a dedicated multimodal motion parallax circuit.
Regardless of the exact nature of the underlying circuit, we conclude that distance discrimination in the current study was based solely on parallax cues. While recent studies indicate that the classical binaural cues (interaural time and/or level differences) also depend on distance, at least when the sound source is in the near field, i.e., quite close to the subject (36, 37) , these effects cannot account for the present results. Even though the positions of the virtual sound sources were quite close to the subjects (between 30 and 98 cm), near-field effects can be excluded because the loudspeakers used to present the virtual sound sources were very small (membrane diameter of <2.5 cm) and frequencies relatively high (≥800 Hz). With these parameters, the near field extends to no more than 6 cm in front of the array, even when two adjacent speakers are active at a time (38) .
Where would such a "sensitivity" to acoustic distance cues be computed in the brain? A possible candidate for neuronal representation of auditory distance might be the auditory "where" pathway. Indeed Kopčo et al. (39) found that the posterior superior temporal gyrus and planum temporal were activated by the above-mentioned auditory distance cues like the direct-toreverberant ratio (11) and distance-dependent interaural level differences (36) . It would be very promising to include active or passive motion into such scanning paradigms and test the extent to which motion enhances neural activity in the spatial-auditory brain areas, however challenging this might be for brain-imaging techniques.
Materials and Methods
The current psychophysical experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Ludwig Maximilians University Munich, project no. 115-10. All subjects signed an informed consent protocol.
Exp. I.
Stimuli. Subjects were required to judge the relative distances of two intermittent sound sources. Each of the sources emitted a train of tone pips with a pip duration of 25 ms and a repetition period of 100 ms. The carrier for the tone pips was a harmonic complex with a fundamental frequency of either 210 Hz (low-pitched source) or 440 Hz (high-pitched source). For reasons detailed in Supporting Information, pips were band-pass filtered to cover the same frequency range between 800 and 4,000 Hz, i.e., the fundamental and (at least for f0 = 210 Hz) a few lower harmonics were missing in both sources. The phase of the low-pitched pip train was shifted by 50 ms, relative to the high-pitched train, such that the overall stimulation consisted of a summary pip train with a 50-ms period and periodically alternating pitch. A spectrogram of the summary pip train with alternating pitches is shown in Fig. 1B .
In Exp. I, the pips were played back through two miniature speakers (NSW1-205-8A, AuraSound) positioned at different depths in front of the subject in an anechoic chamber. The speakers were mounted on vertical rods that were fitted to mechanical sliders moving in a guide rail (see Fig. 1A ). This construction allowed the speakers to be precisely positioned in depth while minimizing the mutual acoustic shadowing of the speakers. Relative to the subjects' interaural axis, the source distances were (at increasing level of difficulty) 98/30 cm, 90/31 cm, 82/33 cm, 73/35 cm, 65/38 cm, and 56/40 cm. This resulted in distance differences between the sound sources of 68, 59, 49, 38, 27, and 16 cm. Without the spectral rove (see below), the sound level of the pip trains was 67 dB sound pressure level. The loudspeakers were driven via a stereo amplifier (Pioneer A107) from a PC soundcard. In each trial, the closer loudspeaker pseudorandomly emitted either the low-pitched or the high-pitched pip train, and the more distant loudspeaker emitted the other pip train. Detailed information on our acoustic calibrations is provided in Supporting Information. Procedure. In a one-interval, two-alternative forced choice paradigm with feedback, subjects had to judge whether the high-pitched sound source was closer or farther away from them than the low-pitched source by pressing one of two buttons on a gamepad. The subjects were seated throughout the experiment. Their heads were continuously tracked. Head tracking procedures are detailed in Supporting Information. At the beginning of each trial, a 100 ms pure-tone burst at 1 kHz informed the subjects when their head had reached an acceptable position. Then subjects were instructed to either remain in that position during the following 4-s stimulus presentation (for the NM condition) or to make a trained ±23-cm lateral motion (for the AM condition) (Supporting Information, Motion Training and Body Motion Analysis for Exp. I).
Within each block of 20 trials (10 NM trials and 10 AM trials), loudspeaker positions were fixed. Data were acquired in at least four sessions of six blocks each. Trials were included or excluded based on the respective head tracks (see below), and data acquisition was continued until at least 30 acceptable trials were available for each experimental condition and pair of loudspeaker depths. Reported distance-difference thresholds correspond to the 75% correct value extracted from a cumulative Gaussian distribution fitted to the data. Subjects. Seven female subjects (ages ranging from 22 to 38 y) participated in the experiment. None of the subjects reported auditory, vestibular, or sensory-motor impairments.
Exp. II. Stimuli, procedure, and data analysis for Exp. II were the same as for Exp. I with the following exceptions: Stimuli. In contrast to Exp. I, the sound sources were presented with a loudspeaker array which allowed positioning the sound sources in virtual space behind the array. The array consisted of 24 miniature broadband speakers (NSW1-205-8A, AuraSound) spaced at a distance of 4 cm. Each speaker was individually equalized with a 64-point finite impulse response filter to provide a flat magnitude and phase response between 200 Hz and 10 kHz.
The sound presentation was controlled via SoundMexPro (HörTech GmbH) allowing for dynamically adjusting the loudness of each speaker during playback. Sounds were sent out by a multichannel audio interface (MOTU 424 with two HD192 converters, MOTU, Inc.) and amplified with four multichannel amplifiers (AVR 445, Harman Kardon). Procedure. The subject's head and the motion platform on which the subject was seated (see below) were continuously tracked with a 6-degree-of-freedom tracking system (Optitrack Flex 13, three cameras; NaturalPoint) sampling at 120 frames per second. The readings from the tracking system were used during stimulation to map the virtual sound sources to the speaker array by means of an amplitude panning procedure (for details see Supporting Information).
Exp. II was conducted on a 6-degree-of-freedom motion platform (Moog 6DOF2000E). Blindfolded subjects were seated in a padded seat mounted on the platform. All experiments were performed in a darkened room. The PC also controlled the platform. The tracking system sent its acquired data to a second PC. Both computers were connected via Ethernet.
Subjects initiated each trial by positioning their heads facing the middle of the speaker array (between loudspeaker 12 and 13) at a distance to the array of 20 cm. The press of a gamepad button started the presentation of the two sound sources via the speaker array. While the sound sources were on, the subjects or the sound sources moved, depending on the instructed motion condition, which included the two conditions studied in Exp. I (NM and AM) plus two additional conditions. In the PM condition (Fig. 2C) , subjects did not move their upper body, but the platform moved the subjects such that the subjects' head motion relative to the virtual sound sources was very similar to the trained motion in the AM condition. In the SSM condition (Fig. 2D) , subjects remained positioned with their heads directed toward the middle speakers but the sound sources presented via the array moved such that the relative motion between the sound sources and the subjects' heads in azimuth was the same as in the AM and PM conditions. In contrast to Exp. I, the subjects received auditory feedback after every trial, indicating whether their decision was correct or not.
For each of the three motion conditions AM, PM, and SSM, 210 trials were collected per subject, 30 repetitions for each of the seven source-distance differences. A total of 90 additional trials were collected for the NM condition, but only at the largest distance difference of 68 cm. The overall 720 trials were divided into six blocks of 120 trials each. Trials for all conditions and sound-source distances were presented in a predefined randomly interleaved sequence in a given experimental block. Subjects were instructed about what kind of motion was required for the next trial. See Supporting Information, Motion Training and Body Motion Analysis for Exp. II for details. Subjects. Twelve subjects, four males and eight females (ages ranging from 21 to 37 y), participated in the experiment. Two of the subjects also took part in Exp. I. None of the subjects reported auditory, vestibular, or sensorymotor impairments.
